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The Fidelio, a mature-engineered, high-precision audio component, comes from a design association between world-class audio
professionals and acoustic engineers. Its specific design yields an
awe-inspiring level of musical satisfaction in any home setting. The
Fidelio delivers a substantial improvement over all other audio systems and develops its full potential when associated with the finest
ancillary equipment.
Since its introduction, the Fidelio loudspeaker won four major distinctions: The Recommended Component Class “A”, Stereophile
Magazine, the Reviewer’s Choice and Aesthetics & Sound Award,
Soundstage Magazine and the Product of the Year, Hi Fi Journal,
Korea. It also received the accolade of the best audio reviews from
all around the world.
The new Fidelio Encore takes its place further in redefining our
commitment to design, manufacture and market loudspeakers of
exceptional beauty and performance.

The Fidelio is a three-way loudspeaker featuring two independent
cabinets. The top cabinet houses an excellent proprietary midrange and a non-resonant soft-dome tweeter. The bottom cabinet
houses a powerful and accurate rear-firing bass-reflex woofer. The
two cabinets are firmly attached to a damped-aluminum platform
system that was carefully developed to isolate critical midrange
details from the low frequencies generated by the lower speaker
cabinet. While providing excellent isolation between both cabinets,
it also gives the tweeter a solid referential point, for uncolored and
very coherent sound reproduction.
The highly innovative resonance-free cabinet features proprietary
custom-designed components that combine to produce a highresolution loudspeaker that gives a great sense of liveliness, scale,
and presence whatever the listening space.
A new midrange acoustical loading has been added for higher dynamics and lower distortion. New vent flares milled in a solid piece
of aluminum are employed for both the lower and upper modules.
They are painted with a special finish that improves airflow for a
higher signal to noise ratio. The magnetic front grille system has
also been improved to give better reliability and protection.
The sonic performance is quite remarkable. While retaining the
same speed, resolution and transparency of the original design, the
Fidelio Encore is offering a warmer presentation. The top to bottom coherence is improved, bringing the listener even closer to the
real musical event.
Furthermore, its hand-crafted Italian lacquer finish grants the owner
the satisfaction of a genuine and elegant high-class product.
The Fidelio has been designed for the finest audio reproduction,
whether primarily for music playback or superior surround-sound
applications. It features a unique design approach that enhances
distortion, speed, and power characteristics to comply with an outstanding listening-without-fatigue criterion. The Fidelio is crafted
to the exacting standards demanded by Verity’s commitment to
excellence. The Fidelio loudspeaker redefines every aspect of high
performance and will win the hearts and ears of even the most
demanding music lovers.
All Verity designs are crafted with a balance of science and art.
It is only through this tradition that the spirit of knowledge and
craftsmanship come alive.
Please contact your nearest Verity dealer to experience the Fidelio
today.
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Specifications
Bandwidth:

35 to 22,000 Hz ± 3dB

Woofer:

7“ (178 mm) hard carbon paper
Low loss rubber surround
SD-1 motor

Midrange :

5“ (127 mm) doped polypropylene cone
2“ (51 mm) SD-1 high-power
underhung motor

Tweeter :

¾” (19 mm) soft dome, dual chamber

Input Power:

18 watts ( 8 Ω ) minimum recommended

Sensitivity:

89 dB at 2.83 Vrms & 1 meter on axis

Impedance:

8 Ω nominal, 6 Ω minimal

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT
W x D x H:

8.6 x 12.8 x 39.2“ • (218 x 325 x 996 mm)

Weight:

150 lbs (68 kg)
270 lbs (122 kg) packed / pair

CABINET FINISH
Standard:

High-Gloss Piano Black

Special Order:

High-Gloss Silver, Makore
& Quilted Big Leaf Maple

FEATURES & ACCESSORIES
Connectors1:

Gold-plated • removable
1

Isolation Cones :

Solid brass with stainless steel
lockable spikes

Isolation Platform:

1“ (25 mm) damped aluminum

Transportation Case:

ATA « Air Transportation Association »
metal case

1

Proprietary
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Driven by a passion for excellence and focused on painstaking attention
to detail, we are wholeheartedly committed to crafting sound systems
capable of unveiling the timeless beauty of a true musical experience.

You can contact Verity Monday through Friday from 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. Eastern Standard Time (EST), except on holidays.
Sales & General Information: info@verityaudio.com Servicing: support@verityaudio.com
Phone: 418-682-9940 Fax: 418-682-8644
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All Verity loudspeakers share a common trait, which is exceptional “Synergy”.
Our secret resides in the way we thoroughly integrate all ingredients to form
a perfect balance.

